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At the 2015 European Business Aviation Conference and Exhibition (EBACE), Aerion officially 
opened their order book for their AS2 supersonic jet. To stimulate more excitement, they also 
revealed a seven-foot long cutaway model. 

It was the first time audiences had seen a physical mockup of the aircraft’s interior. 
Although Aerion had previously released renderings 
of their interior, they wanted to create an 
experience only available with a three 
dimension model. 

The cutaway proved to be an excellent conversation starter. It 
attracted attendees throughout the week and numerous photos appeared on 
social media. 
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Unlocking “supersonic” possibilities 

(Above) A 1/20 scale exhibit model and a 1/6 scale cabin 
cutaway were on display at Aerion’s booth at EBACE..

(Above) 1/6 scale Aerion AS2 model measures 7 feet long (2 meters).
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It is important that any 
scale model of the AS2 
embodies Aerion’s brand 
and captures a potential 
customer’s attention. The 
overall design must convey 
speed, sophistication and 
modernity. 

Aerion entrusted PacMin 
to translate their vision and 
imagination into physical 
form. 

PacMin’s team of engineers 
utilized official 3D CAD data 
and renderings of the jet’s 
interior to produce a 1/6 
scale cabin cutaway and a 
complementary 1/20 scale 
exhibit model. 

Each of the interior cutaway 
pieces, from the text on the 
miniature newspapers to the 
patterns on the pillows, were 
meticulously selected and 
painstakingly produced. 

The interior elements, such 
as the chairs and tables, 
were carefully machined 
to Aerion’s specifications. 
Decals were then applied to 
add texture and fine details. 
In all, the interior included 
nearly 50 individual pieces. 

Midway through production, 
Aerion visited PacMin 
Studio to appraise progress 
and determine if any 
final modifications were 
necessary. 

The cabin cutaway was 
the first time Aerion’s 
team had seen a physical 
representation of the 
supersonic jet’s interior! 

Seeing it “in the flesh” 
evoked an emotional 
connection and provided 
them with a new perspective 
of the supersonic jet.

It captured AS2’s sleek 
design and clean-cut beauty. 
The cutaway and companion 
exhibit model were ready to 
woo the public. 

Since the initial ideation of 
the supersonic jet, PacMin 
has proven to be a vital 
and reliable resource for 
Aerion. The PacMin team 
has produced desktop, 
exhibit and cutaway models 
for Aerion’s marketing 
campaigns. The future is 
exciting as Aerion gains 
speed and goes “supersonic”. n

(Above) Every detail had to be perfect, down to the miniature newspaper articles 
and the direction of the wood grain. 

(Above) PacMin’s team worked around the clock to produce a 1/6 scale cabin 
cutaway, 1/20 scale exhibit model and a dozen 1/86 scale desktop models in 
time for EBACE. 

(Above) Seeing a physical mockup of the supersonic jet’s interior truly sparked 
the imagination. 
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